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API joins Bush Voluntary Action Initiative
WASHINGTON February 12 - The oil and natural gas industry

announced today its full support for President Bush's voluntary approach for reducing

the intensity of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.

Specifically, the American Petroleum Institute pledged a 10 percent

improvement in the efficiency of its member oil refineries by 2012, introduced a new
system for measuring and aggregating emissions across the oil and natural gas industry
and declared support for a broad range of research on climate change issues.

"The president has the right idea on climate change," said Red Cavaney,
the CEO and president of API. "We are committed to using our new technologies to
help him meet his goals for reducing greenhouse gas intensity."

API's climate change initiatives were announced at the U.S. Department of
Energy along with several other industry groups who also disclosed their own
individual programs for supporting the Administration' s climate policy.

Cavaney said making oil refineries more efficient would curb the
industry's production of greenhouse gases like methane and carbon dioxide.

In addition, Cavaney said, the industry has already spent two years
developing a consistent method for measuring and aggregating its greenhouse

emissions in all its operations. Once the system is fully refined, API will annually report
the greenhouse gas intensity of its members' operations, allowing a clear and accurate
benchmark for measuring progress in addressing climate change, he said.
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* Reducing methane venting and flaring from exploration and production operations.
* Expanding use of combined heat and power units at refineries and oil and gas
production facilities.
* Reducing methane emissions from transportation and distribution of natural gas.
* Reducing carbon dioxide venting at amine acid gas separation plants.
• Expanding carbon capture and storage, including sequestration.
* Improving the energy efficiency of their operations.
* Increasing participation in voluntary government programs, such as Natural Gas Star
and CHP Challenge.

Companies will also explore greater investment in other promising approaches for
mitigating GHIG emissions, including:

* Extending natural gas operations and natural gas technologies.
* Gasifying refinery residuals for use in cogeneration.
* Using alternative technologies.
* Producing alternative and advanced energy and fuel products.
* Participating in conferences and workshops to learn of other GHG reduction options.

API Climate R&D Challenge
Companies participating in the research and development challenge will include GHIG
control in their R&D planning. Areas of focus include energy-efficient technologies,
alternative energy technologies (e.g., hydrogen, wind, solar, geothermal), alternative
motor fuels and vehicles (e.g., Freedom Car and other fuel cell transportation
technologies), and carbon dioxide capture technologies such as those applied to Gas
turbine exhaust or involving sequestration/use in enhanced oil and gas recovery.

API Climate Greenhouse Gas Estimation & Reporting Challenge
Accurate estimation of greenhouse gases is essential to managing them and judging-
progress, yet the requisite knowledge and tools for this, both within industry and within
government, have been rudimentary and often unreliable. In developing the API
Compendium of GHG Emission Estimation Methodiologaies over the past few years, the oilI
and natural gas industry has been a leader in developing truly accurate estimation tools.

Using the Compendium, oil and natural gas companies participating in API's GH-G
estimation and reporting challenge will integrate GHIG estimation into operating
procedures and report estimates on U.S. emissions to API. API will aggregate member
emissions data and report the results annually. Companies will also participate in an
expanded API GHG benchmarking program, which will allow them to compare their
progress with sector averages. They may also participate in a voluntary emission-
reporting program managed by the U.S. Department of Ener-gy.



Addressing climate change
U S. oil and natural gas industry answers challenge

Through its leading trade association, the American Petroleum Institute, the U.S. oil and
natural gas industry has established a program to build on its previous work addressing
climate change. The program is a positive response to the President's challenge to
American industry to reduce the intensity of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions while
keeping the economy growing.

API's Climate Challenge Programs feature three components. The API Climate Action
Challenge focuses on strategies for reducing emissions. It includes a commitment by
API-member refining companies to improve the energy efficiency of their operations by
10 percent by 2012. The API Clinate R&D C'hallenge involves support for enhanced
research and development leading to new and improved technologies as part of a longer-
term effort to reduce or sequester GHG emissions. The API Climiate Greenhouse Gas
Estimation & Reporting Challenge will implement more robust methods for calculating,
reporting and tracking emissions industry-wide.

.API's Climate Challenge Programs provide a wide range of opportunities for companies
to strengthen their efforts addressing climate change. However, the great diversity in size
and operations of API members means that few companies will or should have identical
programs. Each company that participates will tailor its activities to its own operations.
At the same time, API will quickly share with members individual company successes
with potential for wider application.

Climate change and the industry's new program
Climate change is a serious issue. The build-up of greenhouse gas emissions could be
affecting the world's climate and may continue to do so. However, the severity of a
future problem is unclear. Also, if serious climate problems develop, they may not occur
until the end of the century or later. Finally, the costs of reducing emissions-and
therefore the impacts on the economny and consumers-vary greatly depending on when
and how GHG reductions are made.

Although the scientific uncertainties and potential high costs of rapidly reducing
emissions argue against excessive, mandatory. near-ternn programns, U.S. oil and natural
gas companies have long agreed that enough is known about the climate change problem
to take meanlin-ffiJ action. The API Climate Challen~ge Programs represent an
opportunity and commitment to build on past industry efforts addressing climate change
and help achieve the President's goals.

API Climate Action Challenge
Companies participating in the API Climate Action Challen~ge will develop plans to
reduce, sequester, offset or avoid their greenhouse gas emissions. Refining companies
agree to improve their energy efficiency by 10 percent by 2012. All companies will
consider other cost-effective ways to reduce GHG intensity, including:
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In addition to the API Compendium efforts. a broad intemna- Elements of an Emissions Inventory
tional coalition of businesses. non-novernimental organiza- AkNqeto ntedsg fayGGeisosivn
tions (NGOs). government and inter-governmental tor qustini:h eino wGGeisosivn
organizations, have undertaken the task of developing inter to s
nationally accepted accounting and reporting standard for 'What Constitutes a Comprehensive GHG Inventorv?'

GHGs. The initiative is operating under the umbrella of the Figure 2 provides a schematic depiction of the possible
World Business Council for Sustainable Development components of a comprehensive inventory. The actual build-

(WBCSD) and the World Resources Institute (WRI) and has ing blocks used to construct specific inventories may vary, as

provided some guidance to help differentiate between discussed below.
Accounting Principles and Engineering Assessment of emis-

sions. ~~~~~~~~~~~~The API Methodology Compendium, as described below,
includes a general discussion of scope and boundary yet it

To date several organizations such as the US EPA Climate does not specify the inclusion or exclusion of any specific

Leaders. the Chicago Climate Exchange and the Califomia emission inventory components. It recognizes that the choice

Energy Commission have based their guidance documents on on how to structure specific inventories will be governed by

the general accounting principles elaborated in the WRl! local requirements and company policies. Moreover, it pro-

WBCSD approach. vides estimation methodologies for all potential emisston
sources. and recommends mhat in describing their inventories.

API has been collaborating with WRI in the compendium companies clearly indicate their basis for the estimate and

development process and has offered the methodology coin- what sources/operations are included.
pendium as the Oil & Gas Industry Module for engineeringIfcmaisectoacunfreisosfom qiy
estimates of emissions.Ifc paiseettaconfoeisosfrmquy

shares of non-operated facilities, contractor operations. and/
This section will describe the emerging global consensus or purchased or sold electricity and steam. it is recommended

on the basic elements (or modules) that make up a compre- that those be exhibited as separate entries in any inventor '

hensive GH-G inventory. It will also provide greater detail on presentation. Whichever approaches are used. the API Corn-

the basic structure and technical considerations that went into pendiumt strongly recommends thorough documentation and

devising the API Compendium, transparent presentation of data.

Establish Target Compounds IInclude all Industry Sectors

Comprehensive Inventory for
Greenhouse Gas Emissions from

Oil & Gas Operations

Account for Emissions from Estimate Indirect
Contractors and JointEmissions for Power and

Ventures ~~~~~Steam

Figure 2-Elements of a Comprehensive Emissions Inventory
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Table 1-Issues in Designing a GHG Emissions Inventory

Issue Recommended Framework:
Greenhouse Gases to Of the six potential compounds, or classes thereof, specified in the Kyoto
be Included/in inventory Protocol, only 2 are highly relevant to Oil and Gas industry operations. Pri-

mary emphasis should be on CO2 and CH4.

Industry Sectors and Thresholds Companies in the Oil & Gas Industry have a wide range of operations in all
sectors from Oil and Gas exploration and production to refining, marketing,
product distribution and retail. This mix of businesses differs in size and
complexity. Applicable thresholds should be defined to establish relevance
to the inventory being developed.

Reporting Scope The multitude of national and regional GHG estimation and reporting proto-
and Geographical Coverage cols fosters inconsistency in reporting for global companies. Industry guid-

ance is needed to minimize redundancy in calculations, while allowing for*
regional and industry sector summaries.

GHG Emissions from JVs, A growing portion of the oil and gas industry is operated through joint yen-
non-wholly owned business tures and other forms of ownership. Most emission reporting practices entail
units, contractors. and outsourcing estimating 1 00% of "operated emissions".

In addition, for global GHG assessments, companies might also need to*
account for the full spectrum of emissions on an "Equity Basis". This will
entail including joint ventures and other business units.

Accounting for emissions The oil & gas industry's ability to operate depends to a large extent on the
attributable to Indirect sources, availability of electrical power and steam. For a variety of economic and local
e.g. utilities usage siting considerations, these utilities might be either on-site or imported.

Emissions associated with such utilities are viewed as an enabler of the pro-
cess, and thus might be taken into account when constructing a comprehen-
sive inventory. Where indirect emissions are included in the inventory, they
should be clearly identified to differentiate from direct emissions.

The key issues to be considered in developing a green- *Section 3-Discusses in Ereneral terms the calculation
house gas emissions inventory, along with a recommended techniques used in developing ant inventory and outlines
framework for addressing, them are provided in Table 1. technical considerations that are essential for consistent

application of the various methods.
OVERVIEW OF API'S COMPENDIUM *Section 4-Presents the specific methods that can be

There are many GHGs. but oil and gas industry operations used for estimating emissions and developinig an inven-
are significant emitters of only two: carbon dioxide (CO,) tory, It comprises the bulk of the Compendium.
and methane (CH-4). The Compendium provides inforrmation *Section 5-Presents ease studies using the methodolo-
on calculation and estimation techniques for both. It should gies presented in Section 4 to develop illustrative inven-
be emphasized however that the Compendium is neither atoesfrxapeilndgsiuttfclte.
standard nor a recommended practice for the development of
errission inventories for these gases. It sets out a systematic The Compendium also includes a tabulation of emission
approach for classifying potential emission sources, includes and conversion factors used in GHG inventory! calculations.
a choice of methods for calculating emissions, and provides additional informiation on emission inventory calculation
decision-trees to help navigate among methods. techniques not commonly used in the oil and gas industry,

The AP] Compendium is divided into five sections: and a glossary of terms used in discussing emissions invento-

Section /-Highlights the Compendium's scope and ries. GHG emissions are typically reported in metric tons-
tonnes-of eimissions, and appropriate factors fbr summalarz-

organization and provides examples of the types of GHGOvln O msinsaeas rvdd
emisston sources that should be considered in develop- ing equiaetC 1 msiosrelopovd.
ing an inventory. Important features of the AP] Compendium include a sys-

Section 2-Describes the segments of' the oil and gas temnatic approach to classifying all the industry sources into five
industry that should be considered in developing a GHG major groupings and explicit description of all the technical
emissions inventory and provides a comprehensive list of considerations associated with unit conversions and data sum-
potential emission sources for each of these segiments. mation.
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classification of Sources However, the methods presented[ in the Compendium are
applcable worldwide and conversion factors are pro-

The Compendium g~roups oil and gas industry GHG emis- vided if other units are preferred.

sion sources into five categories: combustion devices, point Th meodantcnclaprchrsnedite

sources, non-point sources, non-routine activities, and indi- Thempethdsu and technicable approdieach presentbed inoathe

redt emissions. Methane and GO, emissions can result from Cmedu r plcbewrdieadmgtb ral
Soures wthi eac ofthes caegores s oulind beow:used by other industries with similar source categories. In

soticeswithn ech f thse ateorie asotiline beow:particular. the sections on Combustion sources and associated

•Combustion devices include both stationary sources. emissions are generic and could be used in most industrial

such as engines, burners, heaters. and flares; and fleet- and commercial combustion operations. it should be noted

type transportation devices, such as trucks and ships, that conversion factors are presented throughout the API

where these sources are essential to operations (i.e. prod- Compendium for the most commonly used data unit conven-

ucts or personnel transportation), tions. As the Compendium gains increased global iecogni-

•Point sources are part of normal operations, with releases tion, API wvill review the conversion factors and identify

occurring through stacks, vents, ducts, or other confined additions to enable consistent summation and reporting of

.streams. They include hydrogen1 plants and glycol dehy- emission inventory data, This is one enhancement planned for

drator vents along with venting from storage tanks and the next release olfthe Compendium in 2003.

loading racks.

*.Non-point sources include primarily Cit1 emissions COMPARISON OF PROTOCOLS
from equipment leaks (fugitive emissions). wastewater The comparison of the various emissions estimation proto-

t-eatment facilities, and other sources that are part of cols entail three levels of review:

waste handling. 1~~~~~~~~. The scope and content of the document relative to the

* Non-routine activities associated with maintenance or oil and gas industry in order to identify existing miethodol-

emtergnyoeainsmyaseert 10cs ogy gps for specific devices or industry operations:
sions. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~2. The root sources of the emission factors used for esti-

* Indirect emissions include emissions associated with mating GHGs to ensure that they are current and

company operations but physically occurring elsewhere. transparent in their development: and

The Compendium specifically addresses purchased 3. The resultant facilitv-wide emissions, usingz the six

steam arid electricity, case studies previously described in detail in the API

Compendium. as a basi~s for the quantitative comparison.

Technical Considerations Each of these three topics is discussed in greater detail

The Compendium includes emission factors from different belowv and is accompanied by illustrative tables and graphs.

documents wvith vanious approaches to estimating emissions.

In harmonizing the methodology a consistent set of units and Scope and Content
conversion factors were used, as detailed briefly below: Tefloigdcmnswr eiwdo ulttv

* Standard Gais Conditions-'Standiifd" often depends on basis to examine differences between their emission estimal-

the application or industry convention. The API Corn- tion approaches and those provided in the API Compendiuml.

pendium uses API standards- widely used in commerce 'Asrla Greenhouse Office(AOWrbofr

in the U.S -14.7 psia and 6WE [equivalent to 379.3 u~~a AUWrbo o

standard cubic feet (sct)/lb-mole or 23,685 cm3/g-molel. Fuel Combustion Activities (AGO. 1999):
•Heatng Vlue Secifcatins-Th quatity f enrgy Australian Petroleum Production and Exploration Asso-

released when fuel is completely combusted is its heat- ciation (APPEA). Greenhouse Challenge Report

rig- value. It is used for converting between fuel volume (APPEA. 2000);

and energy. The Compendium uses the higher heatine * Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers iCAPP),

value (HI-V, or gross calorific value) consistent with AP- Global Climate Change Voluntary, Challenge Guide

42 (EPA. 20010), as widely used by industry in the U.S. (CAPP, 2000);

and anaa. the soucesof 140data suh a IPC *Canadian Industrial Energy End-Use Data and Analysis

(IPCC, 1997), report fuel volumes and energy in terms of Center (CLEEDAC) memorandum onl "Guide for thle

lower beating value (LH-V or net calorific value). Consumption of Energy Survey" (CIEEDAC, 2000);

* Units-GHG emissions are typically reported in metric * Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Emission

tons (or tonnes) where I metric ton = 1000 kg - 2205 Inventory Improvement Program (EUP. 1999):

lbs. Each emiussion factor is provided in the original for- EpoainndPdutnFrm(EPou)Meh

mat from its referenced source along with a derived fac- - EporainadPoucinFrm(&PFrmseh
tor using a common unit basis of tonnes of Cl-44 or CO,.01 fbr Estimating Atmospheric Emissions forom E&P

Emission factors presented in the Compendium are Oeain & ou,19)

reported in terms of units commonly used in the U.S. oil Gas Technology Institute (GTIH. GRI-GJGCalc'Veirsiofl

and gas industry (gallons. barrels, standard cubic feet). 1.0 (CR1. 1999);



*Intergovernmental Pane! on Climate Change (IPCC). World Resources Institute and World Business Council
Guidelines for National Greenhouse Gas Inventories for Sustainable Development, The Greenhouse Gas Pro-

(IPCC, 1997:~ UNECE/EMEP. 1999; LPCC, 200 1); totcol (WRI/WBCSD, 200 1).

*Regional Association of Oil and Natural Gas Companies Figures 3a and 3b depict the variability in addressing the
in Latin America and the Caribbean (ARPEL), Auno- different emission sources in the eleven protocols listed
spheric Emissions Inventories Methodologies in the above. Table 2 goes into greater detail summarizing the
Petroleum Industrr (ARPEL. 1998); results of comparing the protocols for scope, root data

*UK Emissions Trading Scheme (DEFRA. 2001): and sources, details used in developing emission factors along
with an overall assessment on how they compare with the API
Compendium Pilot Version published in April 2001.

Protocols Reviewed 1 0

Indirect: Steam4

Indirect: Electricity 9

Refinery Units

Mobile Sources M 7

Flares M 9
Turbines 8

Engines 9

Boilers 9
Fuel Basis8

Figure 3a-Protocols Addressing Combustion Sources

Protocols Reviewed 10

Loading/Unloading5

Exploratory Drilling ~3

Pneumatic Devices ~ ~4

Storage Tanks 6

Asphalt Blowing i1

Refining Processes ~

Gas Dehydration ~3

Gas Sweetening ~~5

Process Vents5

Figure 3b-Protocols Addressing Point Sources
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Table 2-Qualitative Comparison of Regional GHG Inventory Guidance __

Protocol (Publication -overall 
Comparison to

Date) Scope Root Data Source(s) Other Details IAPI Compendium

7,~u-trailia-nGreenho~use Cove~rs explo-ration an-d Cit-es-E&P Forum (1994) Emission factor units are Difficult to compare with-

Challenge Report production operations, !for emission factors. not defined. 'out details on emission

'(APPEA, 2000) and transport/ loading, factor basis.

rAus-tra-lian G-reen-house 'Worboks 1. n . obsion emissions Expresses energy data Combustion emissions

'Office (AGO, 1999) adressources rele- are based on IPCC in terms of gross calorific ar consistent with API

vant to oil/gas industry, approach. 1994 version value (HHV). IPCC fac- Compendium fuel based

lof document provided tors are converted to approach. Non-combus-

approaches for non- HHV basis using Austra- ition emissions are

combustion emissions lian heating values. ,reported in tonneslyr

based on E&P Forum with no published details

and I CC, 1996. Current' 'on emission factor basis.
version reports national
inventory results.

CGanadian -Indus-trial Addrse -refin-ery C 2 Dfuteison factors ,Fuel data rep~orted in Comparable only for

Energy End-Use Data combustion emissions cite Environment Can- HIHIV. Provides means to combustion emission

'and Analysis Center 'only. ada, 1992 with updates record electricity and sources in refineries.

~(CIEEDAC) in 1995. steam transfers, but
does not calculate emis-
sions.

FCanadia~n Vo-luntary -'Developed to-support 'Eupent based com- ~Expresses energy data ~General combustion

Challenge Guide (CARPP 'petroleum company su- bsinemission factors in terms of HHV. sources are outdated.

2000) mittals to Canada's Vol- ~cite EPA AP-42. 1995. Non-combustion

[unitary Challenge Manufacturer data pro- 'sources are generally

Registry. vided for IC engines, !comparable to API Corn-

Non-combustion emis- pendium.
sion factors are gener-
ally based on Canadian-
specific measurement
programs (Picard, 1999).'__

E&P Forum's Methods'CQVers exploration and ~For combustion, gener- Provides methodologies Generally outdated with

for Estimating Atmio- 'production operations, ally cites EPA AP-42, 'for five calculation tiers, respect to US data.

spheric Emissions from and gas processing. 1986 or E&P Forum Emission factors pro-

E&P Operations Sep- internal data. vided in Tiers 2, 3, and 4

tember 1994. .For fugitives, cites API 'are most comparable to
'Fugitive Hydrocarbon API Compendium.
Emissions from Oil and Provides data for multi-
Gas Production Opera- pie countries.
tions" 1993.
Provides limited venting

I'data.

-GRI~GHGCaICmver ~covers na-tural gas pro- ANon-co-mbustion ei- Provides three calcula- 'Tier 2 and 3 combustion

sion 1.0O (GTI, 1999) dluction, processing, sion factors deried pr-tion tiers that vary in the ~approaches and indirect

transmission, storage, madly from GRI/EP level of input data ~ approaches are compa-

'distribution, and electri- methane study (GRI/ ~required and relative rable with API Compen-

cal usage. iEPA, 1996). accuracy of estimated 'dium.
Combustion sources results. ~ Tier 3 non-combustion

based on EPA AP-42 'acor are generally

I(Supplement E, 1999).' consistent with API

Indirects based on DOE 'Compendium for natural

and Canadian data ' gas operations.
(DOE, 1997; Neitzert,
11999) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Table 2--Qualitative Comparison of Regional GHG Inventory Guidance

Protocol (Publication Overall Comparison to
Date) Scope Root Data Source(s) Other Details API Compendium

IPCC's Guidelines for Energy chapter cove-rs iFor combustin eup Alle ergy data are Equipment based corn-
National Greenhouse sources relevant to oil! ment based approach iexpressed in net calorific bustion sources are out-
Gas Inventories (IPCC, gas industry cites EPA AP-42 (1995). values (iae, lower heating 'dated. Fuel based
1997). Non-combustion Oil refining is not Fuel based approach 'value, LHV) converted approach is consistent
emissions are updated included in the uncer- iuses International from a higher heating with API Compendium.
in FPCC uncertainty doc- tainty document. Energy Association (lEA) value (HHV) basis. Vented/fugitive emission
ument (IPCC, 2001). Statistics. factors are not source

IP00, 2001 provides specific and generally
non-combustion emis- reported in terms of
sion factor ranges for overall processes or
broad source categories 'operations.
citing CARP, 1999: GRll
EPA, 1996; and EPA,

Latin American /Carib- Covers exploration! drill- Combustion sources cite 1Provides good descrip- Geer lcomparable to
bean Methodology Doc- 'ing, production, pro- EPA (Stationary Internal tions of industry activi- API Compendium in
ument (APPEL, 1998) cessing, refining, Combustion Sources ties. terms of specific sources

product distribution, and and External Combus- Expresses fuel energy iincluded.
service stations. Also tion Sources, April 1993) data in terms of HH-V Combustion emissions
includes marine termi- and CARP (Guide to Vol- and LHV. are generally compara-
nals and road construe- 'untary Challenge, June ble to API Compendium
tion vehicles. 1 995). equipment based

Fugitive EFs cite API approach, though may
4615 and API 4612. be outdated.
Tank emissions cite API Many of the emission
:2517. API 2518, API 'factor sources are out-
2519 and API Technical idated or derived from
Data Book. Canadian data.

1U.S. EIPA. Emission Volume Vill, Chapters 1, Provides fuel based Energy data associated 'Combustion -EF-sconsis-
Inventory Improvement 3, and 14; and Volume 11 combustion emission with CO2 emissions are tent with the API Corn-

1Program (EIIP, 1999) 'Chapter 1 0 address factors citing EIA, 1996 expressed in gross calo- pendium approaches.
sources relevant to oil! and EPA AP-42 (1 995). rific values (HHV). Non-combustion EFs
gas industry. Non-combustion emis- Energy data associated tare not source specific

sion factors rolled up to 'with CH4 emissions are and generally reported
broad operational factors expressed in net calorific ~in terms of overall pro-
cite IPCC, 1997 and values (LHV). 'cesses or operations.
GRl/EPA, 1996. Several of the more

detailed emission calcu-
lation approaches were

I incorporated into the API
Compendium.

The GHG Protocol (WRI! Currently does not Provides fuel based CO2 'Specifically addresses Combustion emissions
WBCSD. 2001). address emissions spe- emission factors from a emissions from com- are consistent with API

cific to oil/gas opera- number of different 'bined heat and power Compendium fuel based
~tions. Provides CO2 sources and in different processes. approach.
Iemission factors for unit conventions. Hi-N
~combustion and indirect factors cite EIA, 2001.
sources.

UKfEmission Tra-ding -Includes on-s-ite con- Pro-vides -com-bustion P rovides -methodology 7Combustion emiss-ions-
Scheme (DEFRA, 2001) bustion of fossil fuels 'emission factors for CO2 for treating imported or lare comparable to API

,and on-site consump- 'based on energy gener- exported emissions from Compendium fuel based
tion of electricity, heat ation and input basis. CHP. approach, but fuel types
land steam. [Cites DEFRA environ- Expresses energy data vary somewhat.

1mental reporting guide- in terms of LHV.
lines.
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Emission Factors Comparison a frcIoa conversion for different fuel types (generally,
99.5%1 for natural gas and 99% for petroleum fuels and coal).

Combustion devices are significant sources of emissions Th AI Compmendium and the WRIIWBCSD use the first
GO, ernis-3a'11 a

for Oil & Gas, industry operations. an aprpit' prah Ssumn total conversionfralcmuto

sion factors are necessary for estimating emissions from these sorcs wt thIxetonf lrs h ecn prahi

sources. This section compares the emission factors tabulated the one used by the WPCC and the U.S. EPA FlP.

in several of the protocol documents on a quantitative basis to

demonstrate potential numeric differences resulting from the COMPARISONS OF CASE STUDY
various data sources. The analysis below focuses on high-

lighting similarities and differences in fuel based CO, corn- EXAMPLES
bustion emission factors for several of the protocolsseraofteptclsdcndabvwreudfra

The API Compendium specifies the energy content of corn- quantitative comparison of the resultant emissions estimated

bustion fuels in terms of their 'Higher Heating Values' (HHV). for the six case studies examples that were detailed in the A-PI

This convention was chosen to be consistent with APA42 (EPA, Compendium. The protocols used for this quantitative corn-

1995 and subsequent updates). This is also sometimes referred parison with the API Compendium results are those issued

to as 'Gross Calorific Value'-rather than HI-V-and is the bv: ARPEL. FlIP. F&P Forum. CAPP, CIEEDAC, IPCC. and

convention most commonly used in the U.S. and Canada. WRI. These protocols were selected because they provide

Other protocol documents, especially those outside of North unique emission estimation approaches and are the ones cited

America, utilize fuel data in terms of 'Lower Heating Values' most frequently in the other protocols reviewed above.

(LEV), also referred to as 'Net Calorific Value'. In reviewing the data obtained from these comparisons, it

Table 3 tabulates CO, emission factors for fuel combustion should be noted that:

from several protocol documents. It lists the reviewed emis-

sion factors alongside those recommended in the API Coin- *E&P Forum provides emiussion-estimating techniques for

pendium. All of the emission factors presented are provided exploration and production operations only. while CIEF-

in 11EV. or have been converted to a REV basis, to allow a DAC only applies to refineries. Therefore, these proto-

valid evalation of ptential diferences.cols are used in the numeric comparison only in those

valid evaluation of ptential differencesexamples that pertain to the specific industry sector.

In reviewing several of the referenced protocols, it was *Voluntary Challenge and Registry Inc. (VCR Inc. Regis'

determined that some of them do not explicitly specify tration Guide 1999 emission factors were used to fill in

the convention used for the fuel heating value. any gaps where emission factors were not provided in
CAPP's Voluntary Challenge Guide (CAPP, 21000).

This provides an opportunity for erroneous application

of emission factors, which tnan result in a 5% - 10% aWRI provides only CO-, enussion estimation guidance

error i~~n the call emissions. ~for combustion sources. stating that CH 4 emissions are

relatively insignificant from most stationary sources.

There are some significant differences in the fuel-based WRI also cautions against the use of their emission fac-

CO, emission factors in Table 3. as shown in the Variabilityvo o a-ie ttoay nenlcmuto nie

(%) clm.Tevraiity value indicates the spreadanfo les

between the highest and the lowest value reviewed, normal- All the case study examples are summarized in terms Of

ized to the median of the value distribution. Approximately key differences noted in comparing results. In order to high-

hailf of the fuel types show over 5%, difference as compared to light significant results from these examples, graphical pre-

the average emission factors. The most significant differences sentations are also provided for a couple of the comparisons.

seem to be associated with combustion of refinrym fuel gas

and petroleum coke. There does not seem to be any consistent rj jjjfFilwihHgCOCott

bias. some of the emission factors are lower while others are C2Cotn

higher than those presented in the API Compendium. Facility Description-This hypothetical facility consists of~

Thes comarions ighlghtthe mporanc of btaiing 320 producing welts with a production rate of 6,100 barrels,

Thes comarions ighlghtthe mporanc of btaiing per day (bbl/day) of oil and 30 million standard cubic feet

fuel specific data (e.g. composition, heating value, density. per day (scf/day) of natural gas.

etc.) in order to obtain quality results. Published emission fac- ______ - - ___

tors should be applied carefully to ensure their applicability

due to potentially significant variances in the properties of the Comparative Results
actual fuels combuixsted. t~>Flares make up the majority of CH4 emissions from corn-

Another parameter to consider when using CO, emission bustion sources. Using the E&P Forum protocol results in

factors for combustion devices is the fractional conversion of the highest CI-i estimated emissions (455.9 tonnes/yr).

carbon in the fuel to CO, (sometunes referred to as the frac- based on 95% destruction efficiency in the flare, with

tion oxidized). Two general conventions are in common use: residual methane from the 5% that is ultimately not corn-

one assumes that all of the carbon is oxidized during the com- busted. ELIP, CAPP. and IPCC each cite 98% combustion

bustion process and emitted as CO,, while the other presumes efficiency for the flares, consistent with the API Cornpen-



Table 3-Comparison Of 002 Emission Factors for Fuel Combustion: Common Industry Fuel Types

Variability
(% Fuel Types Metric Tons Of C02/ MMBTU (HHV)

API C02 AGO IPCC DEFRA,
Emission Workbook Volume 3 Protocol WPIV
Factor1 1.1,1(Table 4) (Tablel1-l) Al WBCSD 2 CIEEDAC

3.6 Aviation Gas 0.0692 0,0717 0.0703 0.0693

14.4 Bitumen 0.0810 0.0851 0.0808 0.0879 0.0931 _____

35.2 Coke (Coke Oven/GasCoke) 0.1085 0.1260 0.1083 0.0879 0.1083 0.0893

5,4 Crude Oil 0.0743 0,0734 0.0703 __ ____

F6.4 Distillate Fuel _____ _0,0732 0,07118 0.0703 0.0732 0.0750

11.9 ElectricUtility Coal 0.0994 0.0966 0.0879

- Ethanol 0.0700 __________

- ~~~Flexi-Coker/ Low Btu Gas 0.113

1.4 Gas/Diesel Oil 0.0742 0.0735 0.0742 0.0732 0.0732

2.8 Jet Fuel __ __ 0.0723 0.0717 0.0703 0.0709

4.4 Kerosene/Aviation Kerosene 0.0723 0.0735 0.0716 0.0703 0.0724

3.8 Lignite 0.0976 _ __ 0.1013 0.0977 _____

2.7 LPG 0.0629 0.0626 0.0632 0.0615 0.0631

2.9 Butane __ __ 0.0668 ____ ___ __ 0.0649

5.3 Ethane __ __ 0.0597 __0.0617 0.05186 ____

11.6 Propane __ __0.0704 ______ _____ __ 0.0631 0,0632

2.8 Misc. Petroleum Products and Crude 0.0721 0.0723 0.0703

2.5 Motor Gasoline 0.0712 0.0694 0.0703 0.0710

II9.7 Naphtha (c104 0F) ____ 0.0665- 0.0696 0,0734 0.0761 -

0.0 Nat GasLiquid's 0.0632 0.0632

6.8 Natural Gas _____ 0.0531 0.0542 0.0532 0.0556 0.0531 0.0520

7.3 Other Bituminous Coal 0.0931 0.0947 0.0879 0.0931

0.3 Other Oil (>1040F) ____ __ 0.0732 ______ 0.0734 ___ _

- Pentanes Plus - -0.0669 ___ __ _____ ____ _

37.3 Petroleum Coke 0.102 0.1260 0.1010 0.0879 0.1021 0.0987

26.4 RefineryFuel Gas 0,057 0.0718 0.05186 ___ _ 0.0566-

11.0 Residual Fuel 0.0788 0.0718 0.0775 __ 0.0703 0.0789

- ~~~SpecialNaphtha ___ ___0.0728 _ _____________

- ~~~Still Gas 0.0642 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

8.9 Sub-bituminous Coal ____0.0963 0.0962 0.0879 0.0965

- Unfinished Oils ____ 0.0742 _________

Notes:
iPrimarilv taken from EIIP. 1999.
2CiteS heating value and other fuel property conversion factors from Elk, Annual Energy Reviw,. and U.S. Department of Energy. 2000.
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diurn. ARPEL recommends 98% combustion efficiency FI.Ofhore Oil and Gas Platform

frsta-assisted flares and 95% combustion efficiencyIDe
for, n-steam asitd s aciflty Deciton-This facility consists of 72 wells with[I

for non-steam assisted Hares. ~ a production rate of 150.000 bbllday of oil emulsion, 36,000

4~>For CO, combustion emissions. E&P Forum and ARPEL bbl/day of dry crude, and 12 million set/day of natural gas. 1

result inslightly hig2her estimates thanithe othierprotocols, _______

even though both use lower combustion efficiencies than emissions u 17.8 tonnes/yr) while ARPEL has the lowest

in the other documents. Overall, the C02 combustion (0.24 tonnes/yr). As with the Onshore Oil Field case

emissions range from a low of 41,100 tonnes/yr for the study. the primary reason for the noted differences is the

API Compendium to a maximum of 50,400 tonnes/yr variation in flare emission factors.

using E&P Forum. =!Mi~~~~~~Te CO, Combustion emissions are relatively similar for

~-Point source (11-4 and CO, emissions for the API Ci-all protocols, even though diffrnt references are cited.

pendium are higher than the other protocols. The API ARPEL seems to take a different approach and excludes

Compendium quantifies emissions by source type, while CO2 emission factors for support boats or helicopters.

the other protocols provide fewer source classifications or Several of the protocols provide fuel based CO, combus-

combine emissions into one general emission factor. don factors, while ARPEL onfly includes equipment-

=~The Compendium. CAPP, and ARPEL include flashing based factors.

losses from production tanks, although the API Comn- 4PitsucCHeriiosaem hhger(yaftr

pendim esimat is aproxmatey 3 tmes arlof two) for the API Compendium as compared to the

the emission estimate from CAPP and ARPEL. Flash- other protocols. This is primarily a result of significantly

irng losses based on the Compendium approach are hig~her crude llashing losses. CAPP and ARPEL also

1852 tonnes CH 4/Yr, while the CAPP estimate is57 report tank flashing loss emissions. but their emission esti-

tornnes CH4(yr, and the ARPEL estimate is 585 tonnes mates are approximately 1/2 of the value estimated from

CH 4,yr. E&P Forum has very low point source emis- the Compendium. ElIP provides only a single non-coin-

sions (0.1I tonnes/yr) because flashing loss emissions btstion CH4 emission factor specific to offshore plat-

are not presented. forns. IPCC combines point and non-point emissions into

-'Non-point source Cl- 4 and CO2 emissions differ for sev- one factor for gas production and twvo separate factors for

eral of the protocols that provide emission factors for fugi- oil production.

tiye components, since each document seems to cite a ="OnIly IPCC and ARPEL provide CO, emission factors for

different source of information: The API Compendium point sources. IPCC's factor is basedt on a roll-up of all

emission factors are based on the 1995 EPA protocol doe- vented sources while ARPEL provides a CO, factor for

ument (EPA. 1995); the E&P Forum fugitives estimatesflsigose.IC icuesnnpntOrisos

are based on API Publication 4589 (API, 1993): CAPP flsin tei flos gse.PC includeso nacoran-prointCOdemsasions

fugeitive factors are based on CPA (Vol. rI. 1992) whichinteraltygspouinfcorndrvdsasp-
lacks emission factors for several component types that rt O o-on msinfco o i rdcin

are part of the facility; and ARPEL is based on API Publi- ~ Fugitive emissions based on component counts are high-

cation 4615 ( API, 19~95). est using the API Compendium emission factors and low-

4ŽFugtive missins bsed o compnentcount are igh-est using E&P Forum's ['actors. Similar to the Onshore Oil

est fr CAP an lowet fo E&PForum BlI andIPCCField case study, BLIP and IPCC provide faicility-based

do not provide fugitive component based factors. but (platform or volume basis) rather than component-based
rather offer emission factors based on facility throughput fugaitive emission factors. Application of IPCC's facility-

(heat or volume basis). Application of IPCC's facility-wiefnv acorsutinheigsto-pnteus

wide fugitive factor results in the highest emissions for all sions for all the protocols investigated.

the protocols evaluated. =4The API Compendium is the only protocol that provides

-->Non-routine Cl- 4 and CO., emissions are only quantified emission factors specifically for nion-routine sources

by the Compendium and ARPEL. The Compendium esti- included hin the example cases. These emissions are reln-

mateis hchertha ARPL beaus it nclues essel tively small (4.9 tonnes/year) for the offshore facility

blow-downs, compressor starts, oil well workovers, adsuid

PRV releases, while of these source twpes ARPEL only '4>FIIP's combined point source Cl- 4 emission factor

quantifies compressor starts. appears to include non-routine sources because it refer-

Figure 4 presents graphically the results for CO, and CH-4 enices the GRm/EPA methane study (Harrison. et al.. 1996)

emissions estimates for the example facility when using the that included non-routine sources.

methodologies provided in the various protocol documents.
Comparative Results

Comparative Results =~Meffiane combustion emissions range from a low of 6.5

=;Methane combustion emissions for this facility are rela- tonnes/yr for ARPEL to 200.4 tonnes/yr for CAPP. The

tively small. U&P Fomum has the highest Cl- 4 combustion ARPEL emissions are lower than the other protocols due
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_____________ rn ~~~~~~~~how this factor was derived and whether vented sources

'PILL Natural Gas Processing Facilityarinldd

Facility Desc ription-This plant processes 800 million scfj aFre ioncloudied. isos teAICmenimue

day f sur gs wth slfu conentof 1 1 -(a n) eneral emission factor for these maintenance activities,

to te ecluionof urbne misionfacorsanddifer-resulting in 77.9 tonnes CH4Jyr. ARPEL provides a

to th excusio of urbie emisionfactrs ad difer-source specific emission factor for compressor starts that

encesuin the flare combustion efficiency. results in 0.04 tonnes CH4/Yr. FiP'"s general point source

=~The CO, combustion emissions are consistently in the CH4 emission factor appears to include non-routine

470.000to 510.000-tonnes/yr ranges for all protocols sources because it is based on emissions from the GRI!

excet AREL, hichis etimaed at 234,500) tonnes! EPA Methane Study (Harrison. 1996) that quantified non-

yr ee also. the ARPEL estimate is low because it routine sources.Hwvr h PC- msin r

does not include emissions from turbines, which con- only one-hafa] ag stesmfrnncmuto

tribute 239.000 to 2-74,000 tonines/yr. based on the emissions from ARPEL and the API Compendium.

other protocols.

=~For point sources. ClH emsins vary mainly due to the -Production -Gathering Compressor Station '

emission sources that were considered by each protocol. Facility Description-This facility is cmrsdo 40

Both the API Compendium and ARPEL include an emis- 'hp compressor station with four reciprocating compressors

sion factor for dehydrator vents, and produce comparable and 80 miles of gathering pipeline.

results (ARPEL is 9% higher). CAPP does not include-

any point Source Cl-b emission fcosorpcein.Comparative Results

=#Ei1IP presents a single emission factor that includes both =~ehn obsineisosvr rmalwO .

point and non-point sources. IpCC provides a general 'Mtonnescombustion clIissind vP oar frmaxilow of 1.5

CR-4 factor for processing fugitives, but it is not clear from tonsy sigFl'anPPCt an maximu ofe ba01

ther dscrptin heter oin sorcs ae icluedin tonnes/yr using ARPEL. FURP CAIPadIC r ae

theirds fcritor. hte oitSu stieicue on the [995 version of AP-42. The API Compendium on

this factor. ~~~~~~~~~~the July 2000 version (Supp. F) and ARPEL on the April

#~>The API Compendium. IPCC. and CAPP present emis- 1993 version.

Sion factors/estimation approaches for CO 2 emissions =~TeEPFrmdcmn eeecsitra aaa h

from sour gas processing (the API Compendium TeEPFrmdc enrfrnesitnadtasth

approach is based on CAPP). The IPCC approach issorefthiemsonacr.

based on an emission factor rather than the CAPP mate- -- Carbon dioxide emissions from combustion sources are

hal balance approach, which accounts for the specific relatively similar for alfl protocols. ranging from 11,020

CO, concentrations in the sour and processed gas streams tonnesCO/ruigCP to 3.9tnesC /y

at th facility. Emissions estimated following the JIPCC using WRi.

method are almost twice as large as those using the CAPP --Pneumatic devices are the only point source specified

methods. Documentation of the IPCC method is not suffi- for this facility. Emission estimates for the pneumatic

cient to enable a determination of the causes for this large devices using the API Compendium and CAPP are

difference. 
comparable (96.7 tonnes CH-4/yr for the A-Pi Compenl-

4>ARPEL is the only protocol that provides a CO,- emission diutn versus 92.2 tonnes CI-4yvr for CAPP), although

factor for glycol dehydrators. From their text, however, it the two protocols rely on different references for their

is not clear how the C01 factor was derived to determiine emission factors.

if it is an omission from the other protocols. =~EUIP provides a single roiled-up emission factor for this

-->For non-point Cl-b emissions, only the API Compendium facility that presumably includes both point and non-

and ARPEL provide fugitive component emissions fac- point sources. Use of this factor results in estimated

tors. ARPEL cites API 4615 (API. [995), which is also emissions of 29.6 tonnes CR41yr. much lower than the

the source of emission factors used in the Copnimpneumatic device emissions estimated using the other

for this example. ~~~~~~~~protocols.

=~>EIIP provides a single Cl-b emission factor for point and ~ h nuai eieeisosetmtduigtefc

nonr-point sources. while IPCC provides a general CH4 tors presented in ARPEL are 325.5 t onnes CH-4/yr for this

emission factor thought to combine both non-point and facility, which might be demonstrating some discrepancy

point sources. The emission factors provided by FlIR and in unit conversion or the throughput basis (volume vs.

LPCCreslt n lwer mision copare tothesumed mass). However, since derails on these conversions are

source estimates using the ANI or ARPEL approaches. lacking, it is not possible to ascertanterao o h

#I>PCC presents a g~eneral CO, emission factor for fugitivelagdifrneot.

sources. referencing a 1999 CAPP report on Canadian 4->Non-point Cl- 4 emissions for this facility consist of fugi'-

upsteam il Gasopertios an theGm/PA sudytive emission components estimated on a component

(H-arrson, et at., 1996). There is not enough documenta- basis for all protocols exceptElwihpodea

don fur thle IPCC approach to enable one to determine rolled-up emission factor. Each Protocol cites a different
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source for the fugitive emission factors. resulting in a tents expressed as weight fractions and the W;RTAWBCSD
range of estimated non-point emissions from 12.6 tonnes Protocol references this API method in its stationary comn-
CH4Ivr using E&P Forum to 29.0 tonnes CH4 /yr using bustion tool.
the API Compendium. -->None of the protocols provide emissions guidance for

=4Specific non-routine emitssions are only quantified in the CH4 Or CO2 emissions for point, non-point, or non-rou-
API Compendium and ARPEL. BIWP's rolled-up point tine emissions for marketing terniinals due to the insignif-
source Cl-14 emission factor appears to include non-rou- icant quantities of CF14 and CO2 in refined liquid
tine sources because it is based on emissions from the products.
GRL'EPA methane study that included non-routine
sources. The API Compendium includes pipeline blow VI. Refinery
downs, compressor starts and blow downs. PRV releases.
and pipeline leaks, resulting in a higher emission estimate Facility Description-The refinery in this example has a

thanARPE. whch icluds ony copresor sartsand crude throughput of 250,000 bbl/day, designed primarily to1

pipeline venting produce transportation fuels. ___ ___

=#The ARPEL pipeline-venting errussions are unique in the
sense that they include an emission factor for line depres- Comparative Results

suckig an piging.as xell n emisionfhcrr fo 'pul #>nclusion of coke bum-off rates during catalyst regenera-
backs" or venting associated with water removal. How- don is a major contributor to the overall CO, emissions
ever, the pipeline-venting factor in ARPEL is based on the from refineries, however it appears to have been over-
number of wvells rather than pipeline miles. requiring looked by many of the protocols reviewed. Methane comn-
knowledge of the number of wells in order to be able to bustion emissions are all much lower than CO, but they

use this factor. ~~~~~~~~~vary considerably when using the different protocols. Val-
_______________________ __________________ues obtained are ranging from a low of I113 tonnes CH4/yr

V. Ma~rkethig Terminal for EllP and IPCC to 633 tonnes CH4/yr for CAPE. As

Facility Description-This marketing terminal has a loadingi noted earlier. WRI and CIEEDC do not provide CH4

rack capacity of 300 million gallons per year throughput. emissions guidance for refineries.
'The loading rack is equipped with a propane fueled vapor #>The CO, combustion emissions for the refinery case study
combustors to control volatile hydrocarbon emissions. I are relatively consistent amiong the protocols investigated.

____ ~~ranging,, from a low of 2.664.000 tonnes/yr for ARPEL to

Comparative Results a maximum of 3.022.000 forthe CIEBDAC.

=4Combustion emissions result primarily from diesel- --The ARPEL estimate is lower since it lacks a specific
fueled fire pump engines and other mobile sources emission factor for CO, emissions from turbines, and 3

(heav dutydiese trucs). Mthanecombution mis-turbines are included in the refinery example studied.

sions are very low for this facility with emissions in the =lThree of the protocols (ElIP. CAPP. and IPCC) do not
range of 0. I ) to 0. 15 tonnes/yr for all protocols except provide information on how to estimate CO, from refin-
ARPEL. which results in estimated emissions of less ery flares. These protocols provide information for
than 0.01I tonnes CH4/yr.~ The reason that the ARPEL upstream or processing flares, but not refinery flares.
estimate is about 90% lower than the others is due to
the fact that if does not include the emissions of the 4PARPEL and CIEEDAC are the only protocols that pro-
diesel trucks. vide emnission factors for the combustion of refinerv fuel

gas in boilers and heaters. The other protocols provide
-4~>CAPP is the only protocol that provides a CR-4 emis- only natural gas emission factors that were used for the

sion factor for propane combustion, though the emis- ermissions comparison.
sions are negligibly small (less than 0.001 ronnes/yr for
this examplelI. ->No Cl- 4 emissions are estimated for point sources for any

of the protocols except 19CC and SlIR with ElIP citing
=~Carbon dioxide combustion emissions for the WRI! the 19CC emission factors. IPCC provides a CH4 factor

WBCSD Protocol arc very comparable to the API Corn- for crude oil tanks in refining and a rolled-up general
pendium estimates, with both resulting in higher esti- refining factor that presumabl~y includes both point and
mated emissions when compared to other protocols. due non-point sources. Using the-se factors results in enis-
to the inclusion of CO2 emissions from the combustion of sions of 477 tonnes CL- 4Iyr with a slightly higher value
thle gasoline fuel loading vapors (contributine 2.070 for EJIP due to round off in unit conversions.
tonnes C09 /vrl.

=~>The API Compendium and CIIEEDAC are the only pinto-
4>The APl Compendium and the WRIIWBCSD Protocol cols that provide an approach to estimate the catalytic

also include vapor combustor emissions from diesel and cracker regeneration vent CO2 emissions. using the coike
jet fuel loading. bum rate. This source results in 1.973.0010 tonnes CO,,/yr

=4>The vapor combustor emission estimation approach pre- using- the API approach and 1.478.000) tonnes C0 2/yr

sented by the API Compendium relies on fuel carbon con- using the CIEEDAC emission factor. The API method
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includes an estimate of the coke carbon content while the ant[ emiussiOns inventory could be significant. in some cases,

CIEEDAC approach uses a simple emission factor that d;epending onc thegappr oach used to calculate emissions, and

does not vary with the coke carbon content, th ssumptions governing the choice of sources, fuels and

=~ARPEL provides CH4 emiission factors in terms of unit oeaigpatcs

feed rate for catalytic cracker regeneration vents based on Therefore, ~transparenicy' is a key issue, as many of the

mode of operation. A range of emissions can be esti- protocol documents do not provide eanough detail to under-

mated using the petroleum coke heating values from the stand the derivation of the emission factors. Careful docu-

API Compendium, with emissions varying from IIA0 mentation of the underlying conditions andas umpioansci

tonnes CH4Iyr for conventional burn, to 42760 tonnes necessary to ensure proper implementation of thegiac

CH4/yr for partial CO burn, and becoming negligible for provided by the protocols.

the full CO burn. Thus, this emission source warrantsQuniavecmrsos wc teplctonfth

addtioa attention where full CO burn is not used. Quniaiecoprsn.fihc h apicaution ofamthe

aditon, oftepooL rvdea prahfretmatn protocols was demonstrated for a range ofiinŽ xml

~~Non of he potocos prvidein pproah fo estmati facilities, enables a better understanding of differences noted i

fugitve emission factors on a component basis spci- a mere qualitative assessment. primary contributors to the dif-

call forCl-4. Wilerefieryhydrcaron fgitve eis- ferences observed both in the qualitative and quantitative corn-

sion factors are available in the literature, the CH4 content

of the streams is typically assumed to be negligible f or parisons among the various protocols can be attributed to:

non-fuel gas components. Although fuel gas components a. Omission of some emission source types from several

ma iotai CH4, associated component counts are not of the protocols.

typically ,available and are not given for this example. b. Differences in emission factors recommended, due to

#4>one of the protocols provide a specific method to esti- the sources included or the information cited, and

mate non-routine emissions (except possibly IPCC and c. Hierarchy of the different "tiers .,or levels of emission

FURP which present a refin ing rolled-up emission factor factors - where some of the protocols lump several emis-

that may include non-routine emissions). Following the sion sources into one emission factor.

US practice, the API Compendium states that non-routine

emission sources are generally routed to the fuel gas sys-

temn or to (lares, and thus would be included in the overall Next Steps
estimate of combstion emissions.API and its members will continue to work over the next

Figure 5 presents the estimated emissions from the exam- few years to refine and promote globally a common method-

pie refinery when the various protocol documents are applied ologv for estimating emissions wvithin the industry.

to the same set of ources and devices.This outreach effort will include closer collaboration wvith

CONCLUSIONS petroleum industry associations in different regions of the
world in order to achieve better harmonization of protocols

The maun conclusion from this review of greenhouse gas Land enable improved global comparability of emission esti-

emission estimation protocols is that differences in the result- mates for Oil & Gas Industry sources and operations.

Key Findings

+ 1General fulbsdeiso atr rvddi he proto 4 se of turbines is increasig and will -ther-efore eestt

col documents include assumed 'average' fuel properties specific emission factors for turbine combustion emis-

that are often not documented. Use of fuel specific data sions. to obtain an accurate emissions estimate.

eliminats the poential or variaility. flashing losses from production tanks could be significant'

+ Combustion emissions are presented on either a higher for a variety of exploration and production facilities and

heating value basis (H-11-) or a lower heating value (LI-N) need to be included in sectors' protocols.

basis. Some of the protocols do not clearly indicate which * A myriad of devices such as pneumatic devices and'

basis is used and the reader must delve deeply into the text chmalijtonp peisosaradesddfe-

to find the basis. ently by various protocols.

4. Using a single emission factor to represent a compilation of * Only a few of the protocols reviewed include the dehydra- 1

sources generally underestimates emissions due to the tor vent emissions that are associated with the drying of

exclusion of some sources. Thus, basing an inventory on natural gas during production or transmission.

the summation of source specific emission factors clearly Inietmsiosfmelcriycgnraoisuae

shows which source types are included.4 Inieteisosfoelcriyconeao.isuag
Methne eissins re nt inlude inmanyof te prto- or steam imports and exports are included in most - but,

4 Methne emisionsare no inclded inmany f the roto- not all - the protocols.

cols. 4.~~~~~~~~~~~~e Significant variation in CH4 emissions fromn comrbus-

tion sources occurs due to different versions of U.SJ

EPA's AP-42.
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2002 Publications Order Form Available through Global Engineering Documents.

Effective January 1, 2002.

Phone orders: 1-800854-7179 (Toll-free in the u~s. and Canada)

303.97-7956 (Local and international)

Fax Orders: 303-397-2740

American Petroleum Institute Online Orders: vwwwvi.gioba~lhls.COrfl1

Dratel 
D___________________ i API Member (Chock rf~s}

Invoice To (-j Check here if same as "Ship To') Ship To (UPS will not deliver to a P.O. Box)

Name: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~Name:

Title: 
Title:

Company 
Company:

Department: 
Department:

Address: ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Address:

City: State/Province: it State/Province:

Zip/Postal Code: Country: Zip/Postal Code: Country:

Telephoe 
Telephone:

Fax: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fax:

E-Mail: 
E-Mail:

Quantity Product oNum e Title s0* Unit Price Total

Copnimof Greenhouse Gas EmissionsEtmin $ ioo.00

ZO~~~~lDO ~~Methodologies for the Oil and Gas Industry

CD Containing AIs Copnimof Greenhouse Gas Enlsos$ 100.00

ZOO1CD ~~~Estimation Methodologies for the Oil and Gas Industry

LiPayment Enclosed :j P.O. No. (Enclose Copy) Subtotal________

Applicable Sales Tax (see be/ow)

Charge My Global Account No. ~~~~~~~~Rush Shipping Fee (see below)

Li VISA Li MasterCard LiAmerican Express ij Diners Club LiDiscover Shipping and Handling (see below)

Credit Card No,: 
Total (in IfS. Dollars)

Print Not (1ks It vprears oi arli To be placed on Standing Order tar ftures eodieios of this publicationr
place a Check mrek in the SD woneruu and sign her:

Expiration Pate:

Sintr: 
Pricing tund wafalabllity subjeCt to change wlthoaet notict.

TOI.P~bO~bO Orders - it oceerog by telephone. a sin procesing tee and acgualefreight cotsiwillnbe addedetodthe.orded

Shippig U.S Ordesl - rdersshippd wilin th u~s.are snt vitraceble mans. oss oders et shiped hre saeaday Subsriptinpupdtestaeesen byeFnsi-CassMll.rOher otions

including next-day serice, air service. end at transmission are avilable at additionalacst.sCallby-F0r-t5C-a1s forimoretieforpatoon

Rash hippng Fe - Nxt Da Delvery rder chane is$20 n addtionso th carier carge. Nex DayDelivry odersmustme plTedtb 2:0 pum.MMoteensuegovrnighldelvery

itmem, electronic documents, and age-dated reaeil arto-eunbe
"Mlniimmlen, Order - There isa 550 minimum for all orders cnann hardcopy documents. The50mimu applies to the order Suboa including tihe sin processing fee. exclsding any

apolcabt txes nd reiht hargs. ith totl cst f ue doumets 5 me order plus the sin processin tesless then $50. the processn fee wIllI be increased to bring the order amount

up to the $50 minimum. This processing lee will be applied before any applcable deposit account, quanttiry rmebr discounts. have beer aoppidThrisnmnmu roescntnngnl

electronically deliveed socuments.
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